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Advance – Card Advance

This section contains a description of the functionality to handle 
Corporate Card Advances (ATM Cash Withdrawals).

Cash Advance transactions are treated differently from other card transactions.  These 
transactions will not appear in the Card Data listing, instead they will be automatically 
incorporated as Payment Types made available to you when entering expenses manually 
as Out of Pocket.  

Each corporate card advance will appear on the Payment Type drop down list during the 
expense input process, identifiable by both the original amount of the card advance (and 
currency) and the remaining (unallocated) balance.  
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Advance Listing Panel

SoundTRAX provides a panel that allows the user to display advances issued against the 
corporate card.  Above the main work-queue panel, a button "Advances" may be used to 

display this panel.  Similarly, an "Advances" button appears within an opened form. 
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Advance Listing Panel

When invoked from the work queue (independent of a form), the panel will list all 
advances issued to the user.  Advances are listed here regardless of the 
outstanding balance, so the panel may serve as a comprehensive summary of the 
advances issued to the user over time.  

The detailed information for each advance includes the initially issued 
amount/currency, the remaining balance, and the forms in which expense amounts 
have been reported against each advance.  

Because the listing will contain all of the historical advance data, the user may 
choose to limit or expand the amount of detail shown.  
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Advance Listing Panel

Icons may be used as chosen by the user 
to view card advances.
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Advance Listing Panel

While preparing a form, the user may also view advances in a similar panel.  This 
panel will include only advances with non-zero balances, regardless of issue date. 
An extended function on this panel (in the column labelled "Display") permits the 
user to limit the advances to be made available on the Payment Type drop down 
list.  By default, all advances having non-zero balances are selected. If the user 
removes the check mark for any advances in this panel, they will be suppressed 
and not available on the Payment Type drop down list.

If a user has no outstanding advance balances, the “Advance” button will appear 
as disabled.
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Apply Expenses

Apply the expense to the appropriate expense category under the Out-of-pocket 
Expenses tab.

Click the Payment type drop down menu and choose the Card Advance from which 
the amount should be deducted.  Complete the input and click the Apply button to 
save.
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Apply Expenses

Apply the next expense to the appropriate expense category under the Out-of-
pocket Expenses tab.  The smart feature will recall the last currency and prompt 
the user to continue with that currency or change it.
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Apply Expenses

Click the Payment type drop down menu.  The Card Advance will display both the 
total amount of the advance (in parenthesis) and the remaining balance available 
to be used. Complete the input and click the Apply button to save.
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Advance Listing Panel

The user may click the Advances icon at any time while preparing the form to see 
the Advance status.  Each expense applied to the Advance is listed and the original 
Advance shows the remaining balance.  Notice:  in this example, the expenses 
were applied in Euro (currency) and the balance is in USD, the home currency, and 
the system automatically does the conversion.
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Advance Clear

The Advance Clear function allows the user to clear an advance having a 
remaining balance from the advance listing (and Payment type dropdown list). 

The amount of the remaining balance is the responsibility of the employee, and 
the employee is responsible for paying the unallocated balance directly to Amex.  
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Advance Clear

Steps to apply Advance Clear expense category:
1. Click the Out of pocket Expenses tab
2. Click the Travel Expenses category to expand and display the sub-categories
3. Click Advance Clear
4. Click the Payment type drop down and select the Advance from the list.  The amount will be hard 

coded to the amount of the remaining balance on the selected advance.
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Advance Listing

Once the Advance Clear is applied, it displays on the Advance Listing panel along with 
the applied expenses.
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Report Total Screen

Save & Submit the report as usual.  The report total screen displays the report total, total 
card expenses, Advances cleared (Total adjustments) and reimbursement amounts.
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Cancelled/Returned/Rejected Expense Reports

If an expense report containing Advances is cancelled by the 
user, or returned/rejected at some point in the process, 
Advances contained on that report will be “rolled back”.  Any 
expenses applied to Advances in that expense report will remain 
in the report, but the updated outstanding Advance balance will 
be available to be applied on other forms until a form containing 
the Advances is submitted.
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